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Abstract 

Pressure garments are used to treat scars after major trauma including burns. However, the ideal 

pressure for treatment is not known. Pressures exerted are not routinely measured and garments 

exert a wide range of pressures. Therefore, current treatment and its efficacy are variable.  

Pressure Garment Design Tools were introduced in 2012 but their application in hospitals has not 

been reported. A Garment Dimension and Pressure Calculator was used to audit pressures delivered 

by 8 pressure garments made for children using the hospital department’s standard reduction 

factor. The tool was easy to use and showed that pressures exerted by standard garments ranged 

from 15 to 54mmHg with highest pressures exerted on wrists.  

Results of our pilot study indicated that the Garment Dimension and Pressure Calculator was slightly 

quicker to use than our normal manual process for calculating garment dimensions and enabled easy 

auditing of past treatment. The Pressure Garment Design Tool was easy to use and calculated 

garments that exerted the mean target pressures of 15mmHg and 25mmHg, improving consistency.  

Pressures exerted by garments were difficult and time consuming to measure with the Picopress 

sensor. Pressure was not distributed evenly around the limbs and measurements were inaccurate on 

the smallest limbs.  

Keywords: pressure garment; compression; Laplace Law; Reduction Factor; Pressure Garment 

Design Tool, Garment Dimension and Pressure Calculator 



Introduction 

 

Pressure garments 

Pressure garments have been used to treat and prevent hypertrophic burn scars and contractures 

from developing after serious burn injury since the early 1970s [1-8]. As the name suggests pressure 

garments are designed to exert pressure on the underlying body and developing scar site. This 

pressure is believed to limit blood flow to the developing scar [1,2,7,9,10,11] preventing excessive 

collagen production [2,7,10,11] and minimise the risk of contracture [1,2,7,11]. The pressure may 

also alleviate the itchiness associated with developing scars. Pressure garments are recommended 

to be worn constantly (except for personal hygiene times) until the scars are mature [1,2,7], which 

can range from 6 to 36 months [6,7].  

The effectiveness of pressure garments has never been proven by a clinical trial [1,4,5,6,8,10,11] and 

while there are many advocates of compression [1,6,7,9,10] other authors question their 

effectiveness [5,7,9,12]. Pressure garment treatment evolved based on observed improvements in 

scar tissue when under pressure [1,2,5,6,7].  There is also a notable reduction in reference to 

contractures in the literature since routine use of pressure garments was introduced. 

One of the main problems in establishing the effectiveness, or lack of effectiveness, of pressure 

garments is the lack of data available to clinicians. The pressure exerted by pressure garments is not 

routinely measured when pressure garments are fitted [1,3,6,11,13]. This is due to the lack of 

appropriate pressure measurement equipment [3,4,14,15], difficulties in using pressure measuring 

equipment [14,15] and the time taken to measure pressure [1,6,8,15] in a busy clinical environment. 

Although pressure is not routinely measured, several studies have shown that a wide range of 

pressures are exerted at the scar site [2,6,7,10,11]. Some pressures have been shown to be 

dangerously high, while others are believed ineffectively low [1,4,7,12,13]. It is thus assumed that 

the specific pressure exerted has a significant impact on treatment efficacy or lack thereof [1]. 

Therefore, it is important to begin gathering evidence of pressures that are exerted and noting the 

time to scar maturation to better understand, and optimise, pressure garment treatment of 

hypertrophic burn scars [1]. 

 

Pressure required for effective treatment 

The pressure that is required for optimal pressure garment treatment has not been scientifically 

proven [4,5,6,7,8,10,11] and there are a range of opinions in the literature about what is effective. 

Many authors suggest that pressure of 24/25mmHg, around capillary pressure, is ideal 

[1,2,4,5,6,7,10,14]. Others have suggested that pressures as low as 15mmHg can be effective and are 

more easily tolerated by patients [4,5,6,7,10]. However, the pressure exerted by garments is rarely 

measured [3,6,7] and when it has, it has been shown to vary widely [2,6,10,11]. 

 

Pressure garment design and construction 

Pressure garments are normally made to measure for individual patients by commercial suppliers or 

by hospital staff [2,8,13]. Pressure garments are ideally fitted to patients shortly after the wounds 

have healed and/or skin grafts are stable [1,2,14]. Patients are typically measured accurately and 

regularly around the body part to be treated and these measurements are reduced in order to make 



garments that will exert pressure on the body. There are 2 methods of reducing body measurements 

to make the garments smaller than the body they are designed to fit: the reduction factor method 

and the Laplace Law method. 

Once the patients’ measurements have been ‘reduced’ a paper pattern is made to these dimensions. 

Hospital staff will typically do this manually using paper, pencil and a good deal of skill, while 

commercial companies will often use a Computer Aided Design (CAD) system and plotter. Patterns 

are then placed on elastic fabric (most commonly warp knitted powernet or sleeknit fabrics made 

from nylon and elastane) and the fabric is cut out carefully. Garments are then sewn together.  

Commercial garments often have more sophisticated construction than hospital made garments, but 

significant skill levels are required for both routes of production. 

 

The reduction factor method of calculating pattern dimensions 

The reduction factor method for calculating pattern (and garment dimensions) simply reduces each 

circumferential measurement of the patient by a particular percentage. Most commonly patient 

measurements are reduced by 10%, 15% or 20% [2,6,8,13] depending on the Hospital and patient. 

This consistent calculation process sadly does NOT result in consistent pressures being exerted onto 

patients [2,3,6,8,13]. This is due to the fact that the tension in the fabric is distributed differently 

when spread over bigger or smaller body parts. The bigger the body circumference the more the 

fabric tension is spread out, resulting in lower pressures being exerted on bigger bodies than in 

garments made from the same fabric and reduction factor for smaller bodies. Previous work has 

shown that pressure can be as low as 9mmHg (on large body parts) and as high as 52mmHg (on 

small body parts) for garments made with 20% reduction factor [3,6,8,13]. 

Lower reduction factors are commonly used to make the first set of pressure garments than are 

used for subsequent garments for more robust scars. Pressure garments made in this way often 

require some adjustments to get the ‘right pressure’, which is judged based on the experience of the 

fitter or the maker. In practice, experienced garment makers will often adjust patterns even before 

the garment is fitted based on prior experience of alterations that have been required in similar 

situations. These adjustments are hard to quantify and training new staff is challenging due to the 

dependence on experience for the process to work. 

 

The Laplace Law method of calculating pattern dimensions 

The Laplace Law is widely used to calculate pressure from fabric tension and radius of curvature in 

international standard test methods [2,6] and by commercial pressure garment manufacturers [6]. 

The Laplace Law shows that Pressure (in Pa) = Tension (in N/m) ÷ radius (in m) [13], This was 

adapted for ‘ease of use’ to Pressure (in mmHg) = 4.713 x Tension (in N/m) ÷ circumference (in cm) 

[3,8]. 

Therefore, the Laplace Law takes into account both the body circumference and the fabric Tension 

at a particular extension in order to calculate the pressure that the garment will exert. Thus, using 

the Laplace Law we can calculate the particular Tension required in a garment to deliver a particular 

pressure to a particular body circumference.  If we have also measured the Tension-extension 

properties of the fabric (stress-strain curve) then we can calculate the fabric extension required to 

give a particular fabric Tension and thus garment pressure on that body circumference. From the 

fabric extensions we can calculate the specific reduction factors required for each body 



circumference to give a chosen pressure. This is complicated to do manually and therefore is 

normally done using a CAD system [2] or Pressure Garment Design (PGD) Tool [3,8]. 

 

Garment Dimension and Pressure (GDP) Calculator and Pressure Garment Design (PGD) Tool 

The Garment Dimension and Pressure (GDP) calculator (formerly known as the Reduction Factor 

Pressure Garment Design Tool) can replace the pocket calculator, to reduce body dimensions by a 

particular reduction factor. The added advantage of the GDP calculator is that it also calculates the 

pressure that the garment will exert. The name of the GDP Calculator has been changed to be 

clearer about what it does, it calculates garment dimensions but does not change the design of the 

garment, it simply provides more information about the chosen reduction factor. 

 

The Pressure Garment Design (PGD) Tool (the PGD tool was formerly known as the Laplace Law PGD 

tool) allows the user to choose which pressure they want to exert. The tool automatically calculates 

the pressure garment dimensions that will exert a particular mean pressure on each body part, as 

entered by the therapist/technician making the garment. Using the Laplace Law and stress/strain 

equations for the particular material being used enables a more consistent garment/treatment to be 

designed. The accuracy of garment dimensions/pressure predictions has previously been verified in 

a laboratory [3] using the I-scan pressure sensor with a time consuming, modified calibration 

method [3,16].  

 

PGD tools were developed in 2012 to make calculating pressure garment dimensions easier [8]. They 

can also be used to keep records of patients’ measurements and treatment, to monitor the 

pressures being exerted by pressure garments and/or to deliver chosen mean pressures to patients. 

They are currently used by a few commercial companies but have so far not been widely used in the 

hospital environment. Over the years there has been growing interest in using PGD tool and GDP 

calculator among UK therapists, and members of the Pressure Garment Interest Group, but a lack of 

time to evaluate the tool/calculator has deferred their adoption. This investigation aimed to 

evaluate the usefulness and ease of use of the Garment Dimension and Pressure Calculator and 

Pressure Garment Design Tool in a clinical environment by a Therapy Technician. This was deemed 

necessary in order to establish any potential issues that required further development and to build 

therapists’ confidence in using the method. 

There are 5 components to this work: 

1. To use the GDP calculator to conduct an audit of pressures exerted in the Sheffield 

Children’s Hospital Burn department in the 12 months before the investigation commenced. 

2. To evaluate the use of the GDP calculator, instead of a paper form and pocket calculator, to 

calculate pressure garment pattern dimensions using our standard reduction factor of 20%. 

3. To evaluate using the PGD tool to calculate pressure garment pattern dimensions designed 

to deliver 15mmHg and 25mmHg to patient’s limbs.  

4. To compare use of the PGD tool, to calculate mean pressures during garment design, to the 

process of taking pressure measurements using a Picopress pressure monitor both on 

cylinder models and patient limbs. 

5. To use this experience to make recommendations for moving towards best practice in 

pressure garment design and documentation. 

 



 

Materials and methods 

Fabric testing 

Two fabrics were tested (both sleeknits, FM0227 and FM0226, supplied by Spentex SPA) and 

regression equations generated and tested for accuracy. 5 specimens of each fabric were cut parallel 

to the elastane yarns. Specimens were 50mm wide and 250mm long in the main direction of stretch 

(warp direction). Specimens had a gauge length of 100mm and were tested on an Instron tensile 

testing machine. Specimens were mounted in flat pneumatic jaws and were extended between 0 

and 100mm at 60mm/minute. Load in N per specimen was captured every 1mm/1% extension.  

Mean load was calculated for every 1% extension and was converted to Tension in N/m by dividing 

by 5 (to calculate N/cm) then multiplying by 100 (to obtain N/m of fabric width). Regression 

equations describing the relationship between extension (%) and Tension (in N/m) were generated 

and evaluated for their predictive accuracy. Equations were selected on the basis of which gave the 

most accurate predictions of measured N/m for all extensions in the range of 1-50% (as fabrics 

would never be extended more than 50% in a garment). Regression equations with coefficients of 

Determination (R2) of ≥0.99 were evaluated for difference between predicted and measured tension.  

The highest acceptable variance between predicted and measured Tension was 3N/m at every 

extension between 1 and 50% extension.  

Equations were built into the PGD tool or GDP calculator [8]. The GDP calculator enabled the audit of 

pressures exerted by historically made garments and calculation of pressures that would be exerted 

by garments made with a 20% reduction factor. The PGD tool enabled garments to be designed to 

exert 15mmHg and 25mmHg. 

 

Ethics application 

Ethical approval was granted by West of Scotland Regional Ethics Committee (WSREC, application 

reference: REC 17/WS/0246), Sheffield Children’s Hospital and the Health Research Authority (HRA, 

IRAS reference: 227861). 

 

Audit of standard reduction factor method of garment dimension calculation 

Patient’s pressure garment records were examined for the previous 12 months and pressure 

garments made for limbs were selected. The circumferential measurements from any leg or arm 

garment were entered into the GDP calculator, made for the fabric that had been used in their 

construction, along with the 20% reduction factor that had been used to calculate pattern/garment 

dimensions. The average pressure that had been exerted at each circumference, on that patient’s 

body part, was automatically calculated by the GDP calculator. The garment dimension calculated by 

the GDP calculator was checked against the original calculations used to produce the paper pattern 

that had been made for that patient to ensure that the calculations were accurate. Each patient was 

given a ‘patient number’. The patient number, circumferential measurements in cm and pressures in 

mmHg were noted in a table.  

 



Evaluation of GDP Calculator and PGD Tool in pressure garment design and construction 

All patients with scars to their arms or legs who required pressure garments, within the 6 months of 

ethical approval, were invited to participate in the study. The purpose and implications of the study 

were explained to patients and their carers’, verbally and in writing, and informed consent was 

given. 

Patients were measured for their arm sleeves in the normal way and measurements were noted on 

the department’s standard paediatric measurement chart. 3 different garments were made for each 

patient, these were randomly labelled garment A, B or C.  

 One garment was made using the department’s standard 20% reduction factor.  

 One garment was designed to exert 25mmHg pressure, using the PGD tool. 

 One garment was designed to exert 15mmHg pressure, using the PGD tool. 

 

20% reduction factor garment: the patient’s measurements and 20% reduction factor were entered 

into the GDP calculator. The GDP calculator automatically calculated the pattern dimensions for the 

full pattern, pattern ‘cut on the fold’ and also the mean pressure that the garment should exert at 

each measurement point. The time taken to enter patient’s measurements into the GDP calculator 

was noted during both the audit process and the pilot study. The same patient measurements were 

reduced by 20% manually (with a pocket calculator), written down and double checked in 

accordance with the department’s standard procedure. The time taken to calculate pressure 

garment dimensions using a pocket calculator was compared to the GDP calculator method. The 

benefits and limitations of each method of garment dimension calculation were identified.  

 

25 mmHg garment: the patient’s measurements and target 25mmHg were entered into the PGD 

tool. The tool automatically calculated the pattern dimensions for the full pattern, pattern ‘cut on 

the fold’ and also the pressure that the garment should exert at each measurement point. The 

pressure was calculated by the tool as a double-checking measure, if the pressure entered is not 

possible with the patient dimensions and fabric used then the tool will say ‘not possible’, this can 

happen for larger body parts and higher pressures. Any difficulties associated with this method were 

noted. 

 

15mmHg garment: as for the 25mmHg garment except that the target pressure of 15mmHg was 

entered into the PGD tool. 

 

Note that there is no difference in the way that patterns or garments are constructed once the 

pattern dimensions are calculated. The only parts of the process affected by using GDP calculator or 

PGD tool are the garment dimension calculation process and method of filing patient/garment 

dimensions. Standard departmental practice was followed for making garments except that a label 

with A, B or C was attached to the seam edge for monitoring purposes. 

 

Comparison of pressure prediction to pressure measurement 

The pressure garments made for this study are among the most challenging, and arguably the most 

important, as they are made for children whose limbs are small and growing. As a safety precaution, 

and pressure benchmark, before any garment was fitted to the patient the pressure it exerted on a 

cylinder of the same circumference as the limb at each measurement point was measured. There 



were 2 or 3 measurement points per garment depending on garment length, an example of which is 

shown in Figure 1.  

 

At the garment fitting appointment, the purpose of the study was explained again to each patient 

and their consent was confirmed. The first (randomly selected) garment was fitted on the patient’s 

arm and the pressure was measured using a Picopress pressure sensor at the locations shown in 

Table 1. Ideally, the pressure would have been measured at all points around the limb circumference 

at each measurement circumference, but this was not always possible as shown in Table 1 (empty 

cells). The number of sensor placements were dependant on the size of the limb, the location of the 

scar, the curvature of the limb in relation to the sensor’s 5cm diameter and discomfort or distress 

caused to the patient. For participants 1-3 it was possible to take at least 1 pressure reading on 

either the ulna or radial side, but the radius of curvature was often distorted by the 5cm diameter 

sensor. Measuring pressure on the relatively flat top surface of the arm was easier to obtain as it 

was possible to get the 5cm diameter sensor into this position most easily. Measuring once, on the 

palmar or dorsal part of the arm gave a convenient pressure reading, but the pressure measured is 

likely to be lower than the mean pressure exerted around the arm because the radius of curvature is 

largest on the flattest surface and less pressure is exerted on high radius of curvature/flatter body 

parts than on parts with sharper angles/curves such as the ulna or radius of the arm.  

 

Evaluation of practical issues associated with measuring pressure exerted by pressure garments in 

regular clinical appointments 

During the project planning and pressure measurement processes in this pilot study, notes were 

taken on what worked well and what did not. Measurement accuracy was evaluated and literature 

on pressure measurement and Picopress sensors was consulted. Opportunities for improving our 

working methods and evidence base were identified. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Fabric testing 

Two fabrics were tested for this project. The first had been used in the department for several 

months before the study began (FM0226), this was tested to enable the audit of pressures that had 

been exerted on children’s limbs using the department’s standard 20% reduction factor. Predictive 

equations were generated, evaluated and a GDP Calculator was built to evaluate how easy it was to 

use a GDP Calculator to conduct an audit of historical practice at the same time as doing the audit. A 

predictive equation was considered ‘accurate’ when its coefficient of Determination (R2) was 0.99 or 

above and the predicted Tensions were within 3N/m of the actual measured Tension in N/m at every 

measurement point (1% extension increments). 

For this fabric, FM0226, two equations were needed to accurately predict the fabric Tension 

between 1 and 50% extensions (equivalent to reduction factors of 1 to 33%). Table 2 shows the most 

accurate predictive equations, these were built into the GDP Calculator used to conduct the audit of 

pressures historically exerted. Normally quadratic equations are most accurate but in this case a 

combination of linear and quadratic equations were used to predict the load extension behaviour of 

this fabric. 

The second fabric tested was FM0227, which was used to make pressure garments for the pilot 

study in order to evaluate: a) how easy it was to calculate pressure garment dimensions using the 



PGD tool and b) to establish the relationship between the predicted and measured pressures using 

this garment design/calculation method and a Picopress pressure monitor. The quadratic equations 

shown in Table 3 were the most accurate predictive equations for FM0227 and these were built into 

the PGD tool and GDP calculator used in the pilot study. 

Note that fabrics supplied to NHS, and other, users by Spentex are tested before sale. GDP calculator 

and/or PGD tools can be supplied free of charge with the fabrics. 

 

Audit of historical pressures exerted by pressure garments made with 20% reduction factor 

8 patients met the inclusion criteria for the audit, 4 with injured arms and 4 with injured legs. Table 4 

shows that using a ‘standard’ reduction factor resulted in a wide range of pressures being exerted on 

limbs, from 15 to 52 mmHg in this case. Pressures exerted on arms were higher than those exerted 

on legs due to the difference in limb size (smaller limbs received higher pressures). Pressures of 15-

25mmHg are believed to be safe and effective for hypertrophic scar treatment. Thus, several of the 

pressures that we have exerted have been too high and may have impacted on compliance with 

treatment. Using the GDP Calculator allows us to monitor the pressures that we have been exerting 

using the ‘reduction factor’ method of calculating garment dimensions. We believe it demonstrates 

a need for changing the way that garment dimensions are calculated in hospitals. 

 

GDP Calculator ease of use 

Table 5 shows the times taken to calculate reduced garment/pattern dimensions using our existing 

standard manual method with a pocket calculator compared to how long it took to use the GDP 

calculator to do the same task. Table 5 gives indicative timings and does not take account of the time 

taken to open the GDP calculator on the computer or to locate the pocket calculator! However, the 

new GDP method was noticeably quicker than our existing method. The experienced technician or 

therapist can apply both methods efficiently and can also see the benefits of the pressure 

calculations supplied by the GDP calculator. The advantages of the GDP calculator include: 

 the GDP calculator produces precise calculations, and presents pattern dimensions rounded 

to the nearest mm, whereas accuracy and rounding are controlled by the therapist when 

using a pocket calculator and is therefore less consistent.  

 the GDP calculator tells you the average pressure the calculated garment dimensions would 

exert on the body at that circumference. This can flag up any problems with the proposed/ 

calculated garment and could also be used to gather evidence to inform future practice. 

 by showing the pressure that is exerted with different dimensions and reduction factors, the 

importance of measurement and garment accuracy is much clearer and more obvious to the 

therapist encouraging greater precision in the process. 

 it should make training new staff easier as it provides a clear structure for what should be 

measured and the importance of accuracy in all stages of production.  

The principal disadvantages of the GDP calculator compared to a pocket calculator are: 

 you need access to a computer with Microsoft Excel to use the GDP calculator. 

 your fabric must have been tested and GDP calculator must have been made for that fabric. 

GDP calculators are not transferable between different fabrics. 



 

Patient recruitment for pilot study 

We recruited all 4 patients who met the inclusion criteria for the study within the 6 month time 

period that ethical approval had been granted for. By chance, all 4 patients had scars on their arms. 

Each patient was measured for and fitted with 3 pressure garments. Only 1 garment of each type 

was made for each patient. Pressure measurements on small cylinders and particularly on small 

limbs are not expected to be accurate. However, these measurements were taken as carefully as 

possible in order to compare the ease of use of the PGD tool compared to the Picopress pressure 

monitor as a method for recording pressures exerted during treatment. 

 

PGD tool ease of use 

The PGD tool is as simple to use as the GDP calculator. Its major advantage is that it allows us to 

design and calculate dimensions for pressure garments that will exert known average pressures to 

patients’ scars. Although it has been shown that the pressure exerted by garments decreases over 

time [1,2,4,5,6,10,11,14] this simple tool allows us to design more consistent garments, with known 

‘starting pressures’ for patients regardless of their size. 

 

Relationship between measured and predicted pressures 

Figure 2 shows the pressures that were exerted by each pressure garment on cylinders of identical 

size to the patient’s limb, at each of 2 or 3 measurement points along the length of the garment. 

Figure 2 shows that the pressure exerted by garments designed to exert 15mmHg exerted 15 

±1mmHg and those designed to exert 25 mmHg delivered 25 ±2mmHg. The Picopress sensor is 

supposed to be accurate to ±3mmHg and so these garments exerted the target pressure, within the 

sensor’s reported accuracy, at each measurement point. Further, the average pressure delivered by 

the 4 garments at a total of 10 measurement points and 10 circumferences was exactly as calculated 

for both 15 and 25mmHg. This indicates that designing pressure garments using the PGD tool (which 

applies the Laplace Law) enabled the production of pressure garments that delivered chosen target 

pressures. It is worth noting that for longer garments it is probably most efficacious to use graduated 

pressure garments to deliver slightly more pressure at distal, reducing to proximal, body parts in 

order to encourage venous return. This happens automatically when using the reduction factor 

method of calculating garment dimensions due to normal limb shapes, as shown in Table 4, but 

needs to be purposefully calculated into garments using the Laplace Law method. All PGD tools offer 

worksheets for calculating graduated pressure limb garments. 

The pressures exerted on the cylinders by garments made using a standard 20% reduction factor 

were more varied, ranging from 24 to 31 mmHg, with an average pressure of 27mmHg across the 10 

measurements. Despite the small number of measurements there were statistically significant 

negative correlations (at 95% confidence) between the pressures exerted by pressure garments 

made with a 20% reduction factor and cylinder or limb circumference. Indicating that lower 

pressures were exerted on larger limbs and cylinders compared to smaller limbs and cylinders. These 

measurements are in line with expectation based on previously published research [2,3,6,8,13] and 

the Laplace Law. However, the pressures measured using a Picopress pressure monitor were 

generally lower than those calculated using the Laplace Law, particularly on smaller circumferences 

(this trend was statistically significant at 99% confidence). Further, the pressure measured on 



patient’s arms was lower than those measured on cylinders and it is likely that this was largely due 

to the difficulty in measuring the (likely higher) pressures on the bony ulna or radius of the arms due 

to the very small radii of curvature.  

Due to the nature of the Picopress equipment, principally the 5cm diameter balloon transducer, 

taking pressure readings on the cylinder and arms was fiddly especially on small radii of curvature. 

After many attempts to find an efficient way of keeping the balloon transducer (pressure sensor) in 

place it was seen that threading the balloon up the garment and placing in the correct position, then 

drawing the garment up and over the sensor worked best. Trying to place the balloon in the correct 

position after the garment was in place caused the balloon to crease or become distorted affecting 

the pressure reading. The smaller the circumference the longer placement took and the more 

difficult it was. Bending the 5cm diameter sensor also changes the radius of curvature of the 

measurement site and the impact of this is much greater on smaller radii of curvature. There is very 

little reported use of Picopress sensors on small curvatures in the literature but it seems that 

excessive bending of the sensor reduces its accuracy and the reported pressure measurements. The 

longer the measurement time, the more fabric tension would be lost and therefore, longer delays 

may also have reduced the measured pressures. 

What Figure 2 doesn’t show is that the pressures exerted on cylinders by garments made with 20% 

reduction factor were lower than those predicted by the GDP calculator on the smallest 

circumferences. Figure 3 compares the measured to calculated pressures (based on the tension 

profile of the fabric and circumference of the limb/cylinder). Figure 3 shows that the difference 

between measured and predicted pressures (p<0.01) was significantly higher on small cylinders than 

it was on larger cylinders. Figure 3 clearly shows the biggest difference between measured and 

calculated pressure was on the smallest circumference, which was only 13cm and only 2.6 times 

bigger than the Picopress pressure sensor.   

Figure 3 shows that the measured pressure and calculated pressure exerted by pressure garments 

made using a 20% reduction factor were identical for 3 measurement points, and within the claimed 

sensor accuracy of ±3mmHg for a total of 6 measurement points. However, there were significant 

differences between the measured and predicted pressures for 4 of the 10 measurements. There are 

two possible explanations for these differences: 

1. it is possible that the calculated pressure is overestimated by the Laplace Law (using the GDP 

calculator). However, there is no physical theory to justify this explanation. 

2. it is possible that the Picopress sensor should not be used on very small circumference cylinders, 

objects or people. The sensor has a balloon transducer with a 5cm diameter, which is necessarily 

very curved when placed on small circumference objects. It is notable that the differences between 

calculated and measured pressures were much larger for higher pressures on the smaller cylinders 

than for the 15mmHg and 25mmHg garments. Therefore, perhaps the measurement inaccuracy is 

exacerbated by the combination of small circumference and high pressure. More research is 

recommended on the range of circumferences that can be accurately measured using the Picopress 

sensor but this was out with the scope of this investigation. Partsch et al (2010) showed that the 

Picopress and 2 other sensors gave accurate pressure readings but their measurements were all 

made on adult legs and equivalent sized models [17]. 

Comparison of GDP calculator and PGD tool to taking pressure measurements in clinic 

The challenges of measuring pressure in the clinics included: 



 The Picopress sensor is one of the cheapest pressure sensors available, costing less than 

1000 Euro, but no sensor was available at the hospital and funding is not readily available to 

enable the purchase of these sensors for routine clinical use or small scale research projects. 

The sensor used in this project belonged to Heriot-Watt University. 

 As the pressure measuring equipment is not part of normal clinical practice it was necessary 

to spend some time establishing the best method of placing the sensor under the small 

garments. The problems of placing the delicate sensors in a suitable and effective location 

are increased when working with children as their tolerance and compliance are generally 

lower than with adults. 

 Placing the pressure sensor between the patient’s limb and the garment was difficult, 

ensuring that the sensor was not wrinkled or bent was particularly challenging and affected 

the choice of measurement site, which affected the pressures that were measured. 

 Talcum powder helped to slide the garment over the sensor and prevent it from dragging 

and sticking. 

 The time taken to measure the pressure exerted by pressure garments significantly 

increased the clinic time and would not be practical in a normal clinical schedule. It took 

approximately 3 minutes per pressure measurement at the edge of the garment (and more 

in the middle of the garment). In order to be clinically useful a minimum of 4 pressure 

measurements should be taken around the body circumference at the scar site. This would 

add a minimum of 12 minutes to each appointment. 

 Measuring the pressure on small limbs, particularly at the first fitting, increased patient 

discomfort and stress. 

 Measured pressures did not appear to be very accurate particularly on small limbs or small 

radii of curvature such as the ulna or radial sides of the wrist. The measured pressures did 

not always correspond to the subjectively perceived pressure exerted. It felt like the 

pressure was higher than the Picopress measured on the smallest limbs. 

In contrast use of the GDP calculator to monitor pressures exerted, or PGD tool to deliver known 

mean pressures, adds no time or cost to the process of designing/making/fitting pressure garments. 

This conclusion assumes access to a computer or laptop and a copy of the correct GDP calculator or 

PGD tool. 

One of the reasons for the measured pressure being lower on the patient’s limb compared to the 

cylinder is the fact that the garment was measured on the cylinder first and pressure is lost with 

use/extension. Therefore, a decision has been made that all future PGD and GDP tool/calculators 

will be made using equations from fabrics that have had the initial tension removed before making 

the pressure prediction equations. Thus, all fabrics tested for PGD tools since 2018 have been cycled 

5 times between 0 and 50% extension, rested briefly then re-mounted and tested from 0-100% 

extension. All new versions of the PGD tool worksheet pages for both graduated compression (for 

limbs) and non-graduated compression (for other body parts) are based on data from this amended 

method. 

The PGD tool had been demonstrated at the Pressure Therapy Interest Group meeting and the 

application in the work room situation discussed for several years.  Therapists conceptually 

understood that the pressure would vary between the two methods of garment dimension 

calculation. However, it was only through producing garments to fit the researcher that the full value 

of the PGD tool became clearer and the implication for useful research and data collection were 

understood. Three arm sleeves, one using 20% reduction and one each of 15mmHg and 25mmHg 

were made up. These were taken to the 2019 meeting of the Pressure Therapy Interest Group where 



all attendees could feel the difference in pressures exerted. The Picopress monitor was also used to 

demonstrate to the group how difficult taking pressure readings on the individual is. The challenges 

of taking readings on the individual, and obvious differences in pressure felt between garments, 

supported the value of being able to supply garments that can deliver a known pressure. 

 

Conclusions 

The audit of pressures exerted by 8 garments made between January and October 2016 for 

children’s arms, ranged from 28 to 52 mmHg and for children’s legs ranged from 15 to 39mmHg.  

This confirms that using a 20% reduction factor (the standard method used in Sheffield Children’s 

Hospital and many others) results in a wide range of different pressures being exerted on different 

people.  

The data collected from garments designed to deliver 15mmHg and 25mmHg of pressure indicated 

the Pressure Garment Design Tool was reliable and accurate in the outcomes for garment size and 

pressure. It was also quick and easy to use. 

The Garment Dimension and Pressure calculator, using a 20% reduction factor, predicted higher 

pressures than were measured on the smallest cylinders and limbs. We cannot be certain whether 

the Laplace Law/GDP calculator overestimated these pressures or whether the many challenges of 

pressure measurement on small cylinders and limbs resulted in the Picopress pressure monitor 

measuring lower pressures than were actually exerted. We suspect that the pressure measurements 

themselves were inaccurate on cylinders and limbs with radii of curvature less than about 3cm but 

more work is required to establish the operating accuracy of the Picopress (and other) sensors for 

measurements on small cylinders, limbs and radii of curvature.  

The Picopress pressure sensor is not practical for routine clinical use. Pressure sensors are time 

consuming and difficult to insert under the garment correctly, increase patient anxiety and appear to 

be inaccurate on small radii of curvature.  

During the initial fitting all the participants were concerned about the way all the pressure garments 

felt and were apprehensive about being able to tolerate even the lowest pressure.  Being able to 

trial the three garments was an opportunity for patients to come to terms with pressure therapy and 

select a garment that suited them. Knowing the pressures that each garment exerted boosted the 

therapist’s confidence and facilitated more discussion and confidence building in the patient. It may 

be worth considering offering different pressure options to patients (e.g. 15mmHg and 25mmHg) as 

it may improve compliance with pressure therapy, which is one of the challenges of scar 

management.  

The Pressure Garment Design tool is quick, easy to use and the Therapy Technician undertaking this 

pilot study recommends it to her colleagues for clinical use. The patient information is easily entered 

in the applicable boxes and once a required pressure is entered the garment dimensions are 

calculated by the tool. The garment information can be managed and adjusted if required and new 

data sheets saved for future reference and printed off to keep in the patient notes if required.   

It is believed that using the Pressure Garment Design tool would better support the training of new 

staff in the effective application of pressure therapy. Undertaking an audit with new staff would 

demonstrate the importance of taking accurate measurements and precision in all aspects of 

garment construction. 



The Pressure Garment Design tool can be used with confidence, to make garments that will deliver 

known mean (starting) pressures to patients and bypasses the need for pressure measurements to 

know what pressure was exerted. If the pressure data was correlated to notes on patient 

compliance, scar scores and time to maturation then it would be possible to build a body of evidence 

for pressure therapy and the ideal pressures for hypertrophic scar treatment.   
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Highlights  

 20% reduction factor garments delivered 15-52mmHg pressure on children’s limbs  

 Garment Dimension and Pressure Calculator (GDPC) enables pressure garment audit  

 Pressure Garment Design Tool (PGDT) enables delivery of desired mean pressure 

 GDPC and PGDT are accurate and easy to use in a clinical environment  

 GDPC and PGDT facilitate evidence gathering for effective pressures 

  



Abstract 

Pressure garments are used to treat scars after major trauma including burns. However, the ideal 

pressure for treatment is not known. Pressures exerted are not routinely measured and garments 

exert a wide range of pressures. Therefore, current treatment and its efficacy are variable.  

Pressure Garment Design Tools were introduced in 2012 but their application in hospitals has not 

been reported. A Garment Dimension and Pressure Calculator was used to audit pressures delivered 

by 8 pressure garments made for children using the hospital department’s standard reduction 

factor. The tool was easy to use and showed that pressures exerted by standard garments ranged 

from 15 to 54mmHg with highest pressures exerted on wrists.  

Results of our pilot study indicated that the Garment Dimension and Pressure Calculator was slightly 

quicker to use than our normal manual process for calculating garment dimensions and enabled easy 

auditing of past treatment. The Pressure Garment Design Tool was easy to use and calculated 

garments that exerted the mean target pressures of 15mmHg and 25mmHg, improving consistency.  

Pressures exerted by garments were difficult and time consuming to measure with the Picopress 

sensor. Pressure was not distributed evenly around the limbs and measurements were inaccurate on 

the smallest limbs.  

 

Keywords: pressure garment; compression; Laplace Law; Reduction Factor; Pressure Garment 

Design Tool, Garment Dimension and Pressure Calculator 

  



Introduction 

 

Pressure garments 

Pressure garments have been used to treat and prevent hypertrophic burn scars and contractures 

from developing after serious burn injury since the early 1970s [1-8]. As the name suggests pressure 

garments are designed to exert pressure on the underlying body and developing scar site. This 

pressure is believed to limit blood flow to the developing scar [1,2,7,9,10,11] preventing excessive 

collagen production [2,7,10,11] and minimise the risk of contracture [1,2,7,11]. The pressure may 

also alleviate the itchiness associated with developing scars. Pressure garments are recommended 

to be worn constantly (except for personal hygiene times) until the scars are mature [1,2,7], which 

can range from 6 to 36 months [6,7].  

The effectiveness of pressure garments has never been proven by a clinical trial [1,4,5,6,8,10,11] and 

while there are many advocates of compression [1,6,7,9,10] other authors question their 

effectiveness [5,7,9,12]. Pressure garment treatment evolved based on observed improvements in 

scar tissue when under pressure [1,2,5,6,7].  There is also a notable reduction in reference to 

contractures in the literature since routine use of pressure garments was introduced. 

One of the main problems in establishing the effectiveness, or lack of effectiveness, of pressure 

garments is the lack of data available to clinicians. The pressure exerted by pressure garments is not 

routinely measured when pressure garments are fitted [1,3,6,11,13]. This is due to the lack of 

appropriate pressure measurement equipment [3,4,14,15], difficulties in using pressure measuring 

equipment [14,15] and the time taken to measure pressure [1,6,8,15] in a busy clinical environment. 

Although pressure is not routinely measured, several studies have shown that a wide range of 

pressures are exerted at the scar site [2,6,7,10,11]. Some pressures have been shown to be 

dangerously high, while others are believed ineffectively low [1,4,7,12,13]. It is thus assumed that 

the specific pressure exerted has a significant impact on treatment efficacy or lack thereof [1]. 

Therefore, it is important to begin gathering evidence of pressures that are exerted and noting the 

time to scar maturation to better understand, and optimise, pressure garment treatment of 

hypertrophic burn scars [1]. 

 

Pressure required for effective treatment 

The pressure that is required for optimal pressure garment treatment has not been scientifically 

proven [4,5,6,7,8,10,11] and there are a range of opinions in the literature about what is effective. 

Many authors suggest that pressure of 24/25mmHg, around capillary pressure, is ideal 

[1,2,4,5,6,7,10,14]. Others have suggested that pressures as low as 15mmHg can be effective and are 

more easily tolerated by patients [4,5,6,7,10]. However, the pressure exerted by garments is rarely 

measured [3,6,7] and when it has, it has been shown to vary widely [2,6,10,11]. 

 

Pressure garment design and construction 

Pressure garments are normally made to measure for individual patients by commercial suppliers or 

by hospital staff [2,8,13]. Pressure garments are ideally fitted to patients shortly after the wounds 

have healed and/or skin grafts are stable [1,2,14]. Patients are typically measured accurately and 

regularly around the body part to be treated and these measurements are reduced in order to make 



garments that will exert pressure on the body. There are 2 methods of reducing body measurements 

to make the garments smaller than the body they are designed to fit: the reduction factor method 

and the Laplace Law method. 

Once the patients’ measurements have been ‘reduced’ a paper pattern is made to these dimensions. 

Hospital staff will typically do this manually using paper, pencil and a good deal of skill, while 

commercial companies will often use a Computer Aided Design (CAD) system and plotter. Patterns 

are then placed on elastic fabric (most commonly warp knitted powernet or sleeknit fabrics made 

from nylon and elastane) and the fabric is cut out carefully. Garments are then sewn together.  

Commercial garments often have more sophisticated construction than hospital made garments, but 

significant skill levels are required for both routes of production. 

 

The reduction factor method of calculating pattern dimensions 

The reduction factor method for calculating pattern (and garment dimensions) simply reduces each 

circumferential measurement of the patient by a particular percentage. Most commonly patient 

measurements are reduced by 10%, 15% or 20% [2,6,8,13] depending on the Hospital and patient. 

This consistent calculation process sadly does NOT result in consistent pressures being exerted onto 

patients [2,3,6,8,13]. This is due to the fact that the tension in the fabric is distributed differently 

when spread over bigger or smaller body parts. The bigger the body circumference the more the 

fabric tension is spread out, resulting in lower pressures being exerted on bigger bodies than in 

garments made from the same fabric and reduction factor for smaller bodies. Previous work has 

shown that pressure can be as low as 9mmHg (on large body parts) and as high as 52mmHg (on 

small body parts) for garments made with 20% reduction factor [3,6,8,13]. 

Lower reduction factors are commonly used to make the first set of pressure garments than are 

used for subsequent garments for more robust scars. Pressure garments made in this way often 

require some adjustments to get the ‘right pressure’, which is judged based on the experience of the 

fitter or the maker. In practice, experienced garment makers will often adjust patterns even before 

the garment is fitted based on prior experience of alterations that have been required in similar 

situations. These adjustments are hard to quantify and training new staff is challenging due to the 

dependence on experience for the process to work. 

 

The Laplace Law method of calculating pattern dimensions 

The Laplace Law is widely used to calculate pressure from fabric tension and radius of curvature in 

international standard test methods [2,6] and by commercial pressure garment manufacturers [6]. 

The Laplace Law shows that Pressure (in Pa) = Tension (in N/m) ÷ radius (in m) [13], This was 

adapted for ‘ease of use’ to Pressure (in mmHg) = 4.713 x Tension (in N/m) ÷ circumference (in cm) 

[3,8]. 

Therefore, the Laplace Law takes into account both the body circumference and the fabric Tension 

at a particular extension in order to calculate the pressure that the garment will exert. Thus, using 

the Laplace Law we can calculate the particular Tension required in a garment to deliver a particular 

pressure to a particular body circumference.  If we have also measured the Tension-extension 

properties of the fabric (stress-strain curve) then we can calculate the fabric extension required to 

give a particular fabric Tension and thus garment pressure on that body circumference. From the 

fabric extensions we can calculate the specific reduction factors required for each body 



circumference to give a chosen pressure. This is complicated to do manually and therefore is 

normally done using a CAD system [2] or Pressure Garment Design (PGD) Tool [3,8]. 

 

Garment Dimension and Pressure (GDP) Calculator and Pressure Garment Design (PGD) Tool 

The Garment Dimension and Pressure (GDP) calculator (formerly known as the Reduction Factor 

Pressure Garment Design Tool) can replace the pocket calculator, to reduce body dimensions by a 

particular reduction factor. The added advantage of the GDP calculator is that it also calculates the 

pressure that the garment will exert. The name of the GDP Calculator has been changed to be 

clearer about what it does, it calculates garment dimensions but does not change the design of the 

garment, it simply provides more information about the chosen reduction factor. 

 

The Pressure Garment Design (PGD) Tool (the PGD tool was formerly known as the Laplace Law PGD 

tool) allows the user to choose which pressure they want to exert. The tool automatically calculates 

the pressure garment dimensions that will exert a particular mean pressure on each body part, as 

entered by the therapist/technician making the garment. Using the Laplace Law and stress/strain 

equations for the particular material being used enables a more consistent garment/treatment to be 

designed. The accuracy of garment dimensions/pressure predictions has previously been verified in 

a laboratory [3] using the I-scan pressure sensor with a time consuming, modified calibration 

method [3,16].  

 

PGD tools were developed in 2012 to make calculating pressure garment dimensions easier [8]. They 

can also be used to keep records of patients’ measurements and treatment, to monitor the 

pressures being exerted by pressure garments and/or to deliver chosen mean pressures to patients. 

They are currently used by a few commercial companies but have so far not been widely used in the 

hospital environment. Over the years there has been growing interest in using PGD tool and GDP 

calculator among UK therapists, and members of the Pressure Garment Interest Group, but a lack of 

time to evaluate the tool/calculator has deferred their adoption. This investigation aimed to 

evaluate the usefulness and ease of use of the Garment Dimension and Pressure Calculator and 

Pressure Garment Design Tool in a clinical environment by a Therapy Technician. This was deemed 

necessary in order to establish any potential issues that required further development and to build 

therapists’ confidence in using the method. 

There are 5 components to this work: 

1. To use the GDP calculator to conduct an audit of pressures exerted in the Sheffield 

Children’s Hospital Burn department in the 12 months before the investigation commenced. 

2. To evaluate the use of the GDP calculator, instead of a paper form and pocket calculator, to 

calculate pressure garment pattern dimensions using our standard reduction factor of 20%. 

3. To evaluate using the PGD tool to calculate pressure garment pattern dimensions designed 

to deliver 15mmHg and 25mmHg to patient’s limbs.  

4. To compare use of the PGD tool, to calculate mean pressures during garment design, to the 

process of taking pressure measurements using a Picopress pressure monitor both on 

cylinder models and patient limbs. 

5. To use this experience to make recommendations for moving towards best practice in 

pressure garment design and documentation. 

 



 

Materials and methods 

Fabric testing 

Two fabrics were tested (both sleeknits, FM0227 and FM0226, supplied by Spentex SPA) and 

regression equations generated and tested for accuracy. 5 specimens of each fabric were cut parallel 

to the elastane yarns. Specimens were 50mm wide and 250mm long in the main direction of stretch 

(warp direction). Specimens had a gauge length of 100mm and were tested on an Instron tensile 

testing machine. Specimens were mounted in flat pneumatic jaws and were extended between 0 

and 100mm at 60mm/minute. Load in N per specimen was captured every 1mm/1% extension.  

Mean load was calculated for every 1% extension and was converted to Tension in N/m by dividing 

by 5 (to calculate N/cm) then multiplying by 100 (to obtain N/m of fabric width). Regression 

equations describing the relationship between extension (%) and Tension (in N/m) were generated 

and evaluated for their predictive accuracy. Equations were selected on the basis of which gave the 

most accurate predictions of measured N/m for all extensions in the range of 1-50% (as fabrics 

would never be extended more than 50% in a garment). Regression equations with coefficients of 

Determination (R2) of ≥0.99 were evaluated for difference between predicted and measured tension.  

The highest acceptable variance between predicted and measured Tension was 3N/m at every 

extension between 1 and 50% extension.  

Equations were built into the PGD tool or GDP calculator [8]. The GDP calculator enabled the audit of 

pressures exerted by historically made garments and calculation of pressures that would be exerted 

by garments made with a 20% reduction factor. The PGD tool enabled garments to be designed to 

exert 15mmHg and 25mmHg. 

 

Ethics application 

Ethical approval was granted by West of Scotland Regional Ethics Committee (WSREC, application 

reference: REC 17/WS/0246), Sheffield Children’s Hospital and the Health Research Authority (HRA, 

IRAS reference: 227861). 

 

Audit of standard reduction factor method of garment dimension calculation 

Patient’s pressure garment records were examined for the previous 12 months and pressure 

garments made for limbs were selected. The circumferential measurements from any leg or arm 

garment were entered into the GDP calculator, made for the fabric that had been used in their 

construction, along with the 20% reduction factor that had been used to calculate pattern/garment 

dimensions. The average pressure that had been exerted at each circumference, on that patient’s 

body part, was automatically calculated by the GDP calculator. The garment dimension calculated by 

the GDP calculator was checked against the original calculations used to produce the paper pattern 

that had been made for that patient to ensure that the calculations were accurate. Each patient was 

given a ‘patient number’. The patient number, circumferential measurements in cm and pressures in 

mmHg were noted in a table.  

 



Evaluation of GDP Calculator and PGD Tool in pressure garment design and construction 

All patients with scars to their arms or legs who required pressure garments, within the 6 months of 

ethical approval, were invited to participate in the study. The purpose and implications of the study 

were explained to patients and their carers’, verbally and in writing, and informed consent was 

given. 

Patients were measured for their arm sleeves in the normal way and measurements were noted on 

the department’s standard paediatric measurement chart. 3 different garments were made for each 

patient, these were randomly labelled garment A, B or C.  

 One garment was made using the department’s standard 20% reduction factor.  

 One garment was designed to exert 25mmHg pressure, using the PGD tool. 

 One garment was designed to exert 15mmHg pressure, using the PGD tool. 

 

20% reduction factor garment: the patient’s measurements and 20% reduction factor were entered 

into the GDP calculator. The GDP calculator automatically calculated the pattern dimensions for the 

full pattern, pattern ‘cut on the fold’ and also the mean pressure that the garment should exert at 

each measurement point. The time taken to enter patient’s measurements into the GDP calculator 

was noted during both the audit process and the pilot study. The same patient measurements were 

reduced by 20% manually (with a pocket calculator), written down and double checked in 

accordance with the department’s standard procedure. The time taken to calculate pressure 

garment dimensions using a pocket calculator was compared to the GDP calculator method. The 

benefits and limitations of each method of garment dimension calculation were identified.  

 

25 mmHg garment: the patient’s measurements and target 25mmHg were entered into the PGD 

tool. The tool automatically calculated the pattern dimensions for the full pattern, pattern ‘cut on 

the fold’ and also the pressure that the garment should exert at each measurement point. The 

pressure was calculated by the tool as a double-checking measure, if the pressure entered is not 

possible with the patient dimensions and fabric used then the tool will say ‘not possible’, this can 

happen for larger body parts and higher pressures. Any difficulties associated with this method were 

noted. 

 

15mmHg garment: as for the 25mmHg garment except that the target pressure of 15mmHg was 

entered into the PGD tool. 

 

Note that there is no difference in the way that patterns or garments are constructed once the 

pattern dimensions are calculated. The only parts of the process affected by using GDP calculator or 

PGD tool are the garment dimension calculation process and method of filing patient/garment 

dimensions. Standard departmental practice was followed for making garments except that a label 

with A, B or C was attached to the seam edge for monitoring purposes. 

 

Comparison of pressure prediction to pressure measurement 

The pressure garments made for this study are among the most challenging, and arguably the most 

important, as they are made for children whose limbs are small and growing. As a safety precaution, 

and pressure benchmark, before any garment was fitted to the patient the pressure it exerted on a 

cylinder of the same circumference as the limb at each measurement point was measured. There 



were 2 or 3 measurement points per garment depending on garment length, an example of which is 

shown in Figure 1.  

 

At the garment fitting appointment, the purpose of the study was explained again to each patient 

and their consent was confirmed. The first (randomly selected) garment was fitted on the patient’s 

arm and the pressure was measured using a Picopress pressure sensor at the locations shown in 

Table 1. Ideally, the pressure would have been measured at all points around the limb circumference 

at each measurement circumference, but this was not always possible as shown in Table 1 (empty 

cells). The number of sensor placements were dependant on the size of the limb, the location of the 

scar, the curvature of the limb in relation to the sensor’s 5cm diameter and discomfort or distress 

caused to the patient. For participants 1-3 it was possible to take at least 1 pressure reading on 

either the ulna or radial side, but the radius of curvature was often distorted by the 5cm diameter 

sensor. Measuring pressure on the relatively flat top surface of the arm was easier to obtain as it 

was possible to get the 5cm diameter sensor into this position most easily. Measuring once, on the 

palmar or dorsal part of the arm gave a convenient pressure reading, but the pressure measured is 

likely to be lower than the mean pressure exerted around the arm because the radius of curvature is 

largest on the flattest surface and less pressure is exerted on high radius of curvature/flatter body 

parts than on parts with sharper angles/curves such as the ulna or radius of the arm.  

 

Evaluation of practical issues associated with measuring pressure exerted by pressure garments in 

regular clinical appointments 

During the project planning and pressure measurement processes in this pilot study, notes were 

taken on what worked well and what did not. Measurement accuracy was evaluated and literature 

on pressure measurement and Picopress sensors was consulted. Opportunities for improving our 

working methods and evidence base were identified. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Fabric testing 

Two fabrics were tested for this project. The first had been used in the department for several 

months before the study began (FM0226), this was tested to enable the audit of pressures that had 

been exerted on children’s limbs using the department’s standard 20% reduction factor. Predictive 

equations were generated, evaluated and a GDP Calculator was built to evaluate how easy it was to 

use a GDP Calculator to conduct an audit of historical practice at the same time as doing the audit. A 

predictive equation was considered ‘accurate’ when its coefficient of Determination (R2) was 0.99 or 

above and the predicted Tensions were within 3N/m of the actual measured Tension in N/m at every 

measurement point (1% extension increments). 

For this fabric, FM0226, two equations were needed to accurately predict the fabric Tension 

between 1 and 50% extensions (equivalent to reduction factors of 1 to 33%). Table 2 shows the most 

accurate predictive equations, these were built into the GDP Calculator used to conduct the audit of 

pressures historically exerted. Normally quadratic equations are most accurate but in this case a 

combination of linear and quadratic equations were used to predict the load extension behaviour of 

this fabric. 

The second fabric tested was FM0227, which was used to make pressure garments for the pilot 

study in order to evaluate: a) how easy it was to calculate pressure garment dimensions using the 



PGD tool and b) to establish the relationship between the predicted and measured pressures using 

this garment design/calculation method and a Picopress pressure monitor. The quadratic equations 

shown in Table 3 were the most accurate predictive equations for FM0227 and these were built into 

the PGD tool and GDP calculator used in the pilot study. 

Note that fabrics supplied to NHS, and other, users by Spentex are tested before sale. GDP calculator 

and/or PGD tools can be supplied free of charge with the fabrics. 

 

Audit of historical pressures exerted by pressure garments made with 20% reduction factor 

8 patients met the inclusion criteria for the audit, 4 with injured arms and 4 with injured legs. Table 4 

shows that using a ‘standard’ reduction factor resulted in a wide range of pressures being exerted on 

limbs, from 15 to 52 mmHg in this case. Pressures exerted on arms were higher than those exerted 

on legs due to the difference in limb size (smaller limbs received higher pressures). Pressures of 15-

25mmHg are believed to be safe and effective for hypertrophic scar treatment. Thus, several of the 

pressures that we have exerted have been too high and may have impacted on compliance with 

treatment. Using the GDP Calculator allows us to monitor the pressures that we have been exerting 

using the ‘reduction factor’ method of calculating garment dimensions. We believe it demonstrates 

a need for changing the way that garment dimensions are calculated in hospitals. 

 

GDP Calculator ease of use 

Table 5 shows the times taken to calculate reduced garment/pattern dimensions using our existing 

standard manual method with a pocket calculator compared to how long it took to use the GDP 

calculator to do the same task. Table 5 gives indicative timings and does not take account of the time 

taken to open the GDP calculator on the computer or to locate the pocket calculator! However, the 

new GDP method was noticeably quicker than our existing method. The experienced technician or 

therapist can apply both methods efficiently and can also see the benefits of the pressure 

calculations supplied by the GDP calculator. The advantages of the GDP calculator include: 

 the GDP calculator produces precise calculations, and presents pattern dimensions rounded 

to the nearest mm, whereas accuracy and rounding are controlled by the therapist when 

using a pocket calculator and is therefore less consistent.  

 the GDP calculator tells you the average pressure the calculated garment dimensions would 

exert on the body at that circumference. This can flag up any problems with the proposed/ 

calculated garment and could also be used to gather evidence to inform future practice. 

 by showing the pressure that is exerted with different dimensions and reduction factors, the 

importance of measurement and garment accuracy is much clearer and more obvious to the 

therapist encouraging greater precision in the process. 

 it should make training new staff easier as it provides a clear structure for what should be 

measured and the importance of accuracy in all stages of production.  

The principal disadvantages of the GDP calculator compared to a pocket calculator are: 

 you need access to a computer with Microsoft Excel to use the GDP calculator. 

 your fabric must have been tested and GDP calculator must have been made for that fabric. 

GDP calculators are not transferable between different fabrics. 



 

Patient recruitment for pilot study 

We recruited all 4 patients who met the inclusion criteria for the study within the 6 month time 

period that ethical approval had been granted for. By chance, all 4 patients had scars on their arms. 

Each patient was measured for and fitted with 3 pressure garments. Only 1 garment of each type 

was made for each patient. Pressure measurements on small cylinders and particularly on small 

limbs are not expected to be accurate. However, these measurements were taken as carefully as 

possible in order to compare the ease of use of the PGD tool compared to the Picopress pressure 

monitor as a method for recording pressures exerted during treatment. 

 

PGD tool ease of use 

The PGD tool is as simple to use as the GDP calculator. Its major advantage is that it allows us to 

design and calculate dimensions for pressure garments that will exert known average pressures to 

patients’ scars. Although it has been shown that the pressure exerted by garments decreases over 

time [1,2,4,5,6,10,11,14] this simple tool allows us to design more consistent garments, with known 

‘starting pressures’ for patients regardless of their size. 

 

Relationship between measured and predicted pressures 

Figure 2 shows the pressures that were exerted by each pressure garment on cylinders of identical 

size to the patient’s limb, at each of 2 or 3 measurement points along the length of the garment. 

Figure 2 shows that the pressure exerted by garments designed to exert 15mmHg exerted 15 

±1mmHg and those designed to exert 25 mmHg delivered 25 ±2mmHg. The Picopress sensor is 

supposed to be accurate to ±3mmHg and so these garments exerted the target pressure, within the 

sensor’s reported accuracy, at each measurement point. Further, the average pressure delivered by 

the 4 garments at a total of 10 measurement points and 10 circumferences was exactly as calculated 

for both 15 and 25mmHg. This indicates that designing pressure garments using the PGD tool (which 

applies the Laplace Law) enabled the production of pressure garments that delivered chosen target 

pressures. It is worth noting that for longer garments it is probably most efficacious to use graduated 

pressure garments to deliver slightly more pressure at distal, reducing to proximal, body parts in 

order to encourage venous return. This happens automatically when using the reduction factor 

method of calculating garment dimensions due to normal limb shapes, as shown in Table 4, but 

needs to be purposefully calculated into garments using the Laplace Law method. All PGD tools offer 

worksheets for calculating graduated pressure limb garments. 

The pressures exerted on the cylinders by garments made using a standard 20% reduction factor 

were more varied, ranging from 24 to 31 mmHg, with an average pressure of 27mmHg across the 10 

measurements. Despite the small number of measurements there were statistically significant 

negative correlations (at 95% confidence) between the pressures exerted by pressure garments 

made with a 20% reduction factor and cylinder or limb circumference. Indicating that lower 

pressures were exerted on larger limbs and cylinders compared to smaller limbs and cylinders. These 

measurements are in line with expectation based on previously published research [2,3,6,8,13] and 

the Laplace Law. However, the pressures measured using a Picopress pressure monitor were 

generally lower than those calculated using the Laplace Law, particularly on smaller circumferences 

(this trend was statistically significant at 99% confidence). Further, the pressure measured on 



patient’s arms was lower than those measured on cylinders and it is likely that this was largely due 

to the difficulty in measuring the (likely higher) pressures on the bony ulna or radius of the arms due 

to the very small radii of curvature.  

Due to the nature of the Picopress equipment, principally the 5cm diameter balloon transducer, 

taking pressure readings on the cylinder and arms was fiddly especially on small radii of curvature. 

After many attempts to find an efficient way of keeping the balloon transducer (pressure sensor) in 

place it was seen that threading the balloon up the garment and placing in the correct position, then 

drawing the garment up and over the sensor worked best. Trying to place the balloon in the correct 

position after the garment was in place caused the balloon to crease or become distorted affecting 

the pressure reading. The smaller the circumference the longer placement took and the more 

difficult it was. Bending the 5cm diameter sensor also changes the radius of curvature of the 

measurement site and the impact of this is much greater on smaller radii of curvature. There is very 

little reported use of Picopress sensors on small curvatures in the literature but it seems that 

excessive bending of the sensor reduces its accuracy and the reported pressure measurements. The 

longer the measurement time, the more fabric tension would be lost and therefore, longer delays 

may also have reduced the measured pressures. 

What Figure 2 doesn’t show is that the pressures exerted on cylinders by garments made with 20% 

reduction factor were lower than those predicted by the GDP calculator on the smallest 

circumferences. Figure 3 compares the measured to calculated pressures (based on the tension 

profile of the fabric and circumference of the limb/cylinder). Figure 3 shows that the difference 

between measured and predicted pressures (p<0.01) was significantly higher on small cylinders than 

it was on larger cylinders. Figure 3 clearly shows the biggest difference between measured and 

calculated pressure was on the smallest circumference, which was only 13cm and only 2.6 times 

bigger than the Picopress pressure sensor.   

Figure 3 shows that the measured pressure and calculated pressure exerted by pressure garments 

made using a 20% reduction factor were identical for 3 measurement points, and within the claimed 

sensor accuracy of ±3mmHg for a total of 6 measurement points. However, there were significant 

differences between the measured and predicted pressures for 4 of the 10 measurements. There are 

two possible explanations for these differences: 

1. it is possible that the calculated pressure is overestimated by the Laplace Law (using the GDP 

calculator). However, there is no physical theory to justify this explanation. 

2. it is possible that the Picopress sensor should not be used on very small circumference cylinders, 

objects or people. The sensor has a balloon transducer with a 5cm diameter, which is necessarily 

very curved when placed on small circumference objects. It is notable that the differences between 

calculated and measured pressures were much larger for higher pressures on the smaller cylinders 

than for the 15mmHg and 25mmHg garments. Therefore, perhaps the measurement inaccuracy is 

exacerbated by the combination of small circumference and high pressure. More research is 

recommended on the range of circumferences that can be accurately measured using the Picopress 

sensor but this was out with the scope of this investigation. Partsch et al (2010) showed that the 

Picopress and 2 other sensors gave accurate pressure readings but their measurements were all 

made on adult legs and equivalent sized models [17]. 

Comparison of GDP calculator and PGD tool to taking pressure measurements in clinic 

The challenges of measuring pressure in the clinics included: 



 The Picopress sensor is one of the cheapest pressure sensors available, costing less than 

1000 Euro, but no sensor was available at the hospital and funding is not readily available to 

enable the purchase of these sensors for routine clinical use or small scale research projects. 

The sensor used in this project belonged to Heriot-Watt University. 

 As the pressure measuring equipment is not part of normal clinical practice it was necessary 

to spend some time establishing the best method of placing the sensor under the small 

garments. The problems of placing the delicate sensors in a suitable and effective location 

are increased when working with children as their tolerance and compliance are generally 

lower than with adults. 

 Placing the pressure sensor between the patient’s limb and the garment was difficult, 

ensuring that the sensor was not wrinkled or bent was particularly challenging and affected 

the choice of measurement site, which affected the pressures that were measured. 

 Talcum powder helped to slide the garment over the sensor and prevent it from dragging 

and sticking. 

 The time taken to measure the pressure exerted by pressure garments significantly 

increased the clinic time and would not be practical in a normal clinical schedule. It took 

approximately 3 minutes per pressure measurement at the edge of the garment (and more 

in the middle of the garment). In order to be clinically useful a minimum of 4 pressure 

measurements should be taken around the body circumference at the scar site. This would 

add a minimum of 12 minutes to each appointment. 

 Measuring the pressure on small limbs, particularly at the first fitting, increased patient 

discomfort and stress. 

 Measured pressures did not appear to be very accurate particularly on small limbs or small 

radii of curvature such as the ulna or radial sides of the wrist. The measured pressures did 

not always correspond to the subjectively perceived pressure exerted. It felt like the 

pressure was higher than the Picopress measured on the smallest limbs. 

In contrast use of the GDP calculator to monitor pressures exerted, or PGD tool to deliver known 

mean pressures, adds no time or cost to the process of designing/making/fitting pressure garments. 

This conclusion assumes access to a computer or laptop and a copy of the correct GDP calculator or 

PGD tool. 

One of the reasons for the measured pressure being lower on the patient’s limb compared to the 

cylinder is the fact that the garment was measured on the cylinder first and pressure is lost with 

use/extension. Therefore, a decision has been made that all future PGD and GDP tool/calculators 

will be made using equations from fabrics that have had the initial tension removed before making 

the pressure prediction equations. Thus, all fabrics tested for PGD tools since 2018 have been cycled 

5 times between 0 and 50% extension, rested briefly then re-mounted and tested from 0-100% 

extension. All new versions of the PGD tool worksheet pages for both graduated compression (for 

limbs) and non-graduated compression (for other body parts) are based on data from this amended 

method. 

The PGD tool had been demonstrated at the Pressure Therapy Interest Group meeting and the 

application in the work room situation discussed for several years.  Therapists conceptually 

understood that the pressure would vary between the two methods of garment dimension 

calculation. However, it was only through producing garments to fit the researcher that the full value 

of the PGD tool became clearer and the implication for useful research and data collection were 

understood. Three arm sleeves, one using 20% reduction and one each of 15mmHg and 25mmHg 

were made up. These were taken to the 2019 meeting of the Pressure Therapy Interest Group where 



all attendees could feel the difference in pressures exerted. The Picopress monitor was also used to 

demonstrate to the group how difficult taking pressure readings on the individual is. The challenges 

of taking readings on the individual, and obvious differences in pressure felt between garments, 

supported the value of being able to supply garments that can deliver a known pressure. 

 

Conclusions 

The audit of pressures exerted by 8 garments made between January and October 2016 for 

children’s arms, ranged from 28 to 52 mmHg and for children’s legs ranged from 15 to 39mmHg.  

This confirms that using a 20% reduction factor (the standard method used in Sheffield Children’s 

Hospital and many others) results in a wide range of different pressures being exerted on different 

people.  

The data collected from garments designed to deliver 15mmHg and 25mmHg of pressure indicated 

the Pressure Garment Design Tool was reliable and accurate in the outcomes for garment size and 

pressure. It was also quick and easy to use. 

The Garment Dimension and Pressure calculator, using a 20% reduction factor, predicted higher 

pressures than were measured on the smallest cylinders and limbs. We cannot be certain whether 

the Laplace Law/GDP calculator overestimated these pressures or whether the many challenges of 

pressure measurement on small cylinders and limbs resulted in the Picopress pressure monitor 

measuring lower pressures than were actually exerted. We suspect that the pressure measurements 

themselves were inaccurate on cylinders and limbs with radii of curvature less than about 3cm but 

more work is required to establish the operating accuracy of the Picopress (and other) sensors for 

measurements on small cylinders, limbs and radii of curvature.  

The Picopress pressure sensor is not practical for routine clinical use. Pressure sensors are time 

consuming and difficult to insert under the garment correctly, increase patient anxiety and appear to 

be inaccurate on small radii of curvature.  

During the initial fitting all the participants were concerned about the way all the pressure garments 

felt and were apprehensive about being able to tolerate even the lowest pressure.  Being able to 

trial the three garments was an opportunity for patients to come to terms with pressure therapy and 

select a garment that suited them. Knowing the pressures that each garment exerted boosted the 

therapist’s confidence and facilitated more discussion and confidence building in the patient. It may 

be worth considering offering different pressure options to patients (e.g. 15mmHg and 25mmHg) as 

it may improve compliance with pressure therapy, which is one of the challenges of scar 

management.  

The Pressure Garment Design tool is quick, easy to use and the Therapy Technician undertaking this 

pilot study recommends it to her colleagues for clinical use. The patient information is easily entered 

in the applicable boxes and once a required pressure is entered the garment dimensions are 

calculated by the tool. The garment information can be managed and adjusted if required and new 

data sheets saved for future reference and printed off to keep in the patient notes if required.   

It is believed that using the Pressure Garment Design tool would better support the training of new 

staff in the effective application of pressure therapy. Undertaking an audit with new staff would 

demonstrate the importance of taking accurate measurements and precision in all aspects of 

garment construction. 



The Pressure Garment Design tool can be used with confidence, to make garments that will deliver 

known mean (starting) pressures to patients and bypasses the need for pressure measurements to 

know what pressure was exerted. If the pressure data was correlated to notes on patient 

compliance, scar scores and time to maturation then it would be possible to build a body of evidence 

for pressure therapy and the ideal pressures for hypertrophic scar treatment.   
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Legends for tables and figures: 

Figure 1: Arm sleeve marked with sensor placement points. 

Table 1: locations of pressure measurements taken with Picopress sensor on children’s arms are 

marked with an x 

Table 2: predictive equations built into the GDP Calculator for FM0226 to evaluate Calculator for 

audit purposes 

Table 3: predictive equations built into the PGD tool for FM0227 to evaluate Tool for use in a clinical 

environment 

Table 4: Audit of garment dimensions and pressures exerted by leg and arm sleeves made using a 

20% reduction factor 

Table 5: time taken to calculate reduced garment dimensions using a pocket calculator and GDP 

calculator 

Figure 2: pressure exerted by pressure garments designed to exert 15mmHg and 25mmHg compared 

to garments constructed using a ‘standard 20% reduction factor’ regardless of limb circumference. 

Figure 3 – pressure calculated by GDP Calculator with 20% reduction factor, pressure exerted on 

small cylinders measured using a 5cm diameter Picopress sensor and the difference in pressure 

(mmHg) between the calculated and measured pressures 

 

Figure Legends



 

Figure 1. Arm sleeve marked with sensor placement points. 
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Figure 2: pressure exerted on cylinders by pressure garments designed to exert 15mmHg and 

25mmHg compared to garments constructed using a ‘standard 20% reduction factor’ regardless of 

limb circumference. 
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Figure 3 – pressure calculated by GDP Calculator with 20% reduction factor, pressure exerted on 

small cylinders measured using a 5cm diameter Picopress sensor and the difference in pressure 

(mmHg) between the calculated and measured pressures 
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Figure 2: pressure exerted on cylinders by pressure garments designed to exert 15mmHg and 

25mmHg compared to garments constructed using a ‘standard 20% reduction factor’ regardless of 

limb circumference. 
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Table 1 – locations of pressure measurements taken with Picopress sensor on children’s arms are 

marked with an x 

participant/ 
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1 20% RF x x 

  

x x  x x x x wrist was too small to 
insert sensor on ulna 
or radial sides and 
stopped at elbow 

15mmHg x x x x x x x x x x 

25mmHg x x x x x x x x x x 

2 20% RF garments started 
above wrist, for scar on 
the ulna side 

x x 

 

x x x 

 

x x x 

 

x 

15mmHg x x x x x x x x x 

25mmHg x x x x x x x x x 

3 20% RF 

 

x x x limb was too short to 
make measurements 
in the middle 

 

x x x scar was on the dorsal 
side and therefore was 
not measured 

15mmHg x x x x x x 

25mmHg x x x x x x 

4 20% RF 
this garment was upper arm only with scar on 
the ulna side 

x x 

 

x x x 

 

x 

15mmHg x x x x x x 

25mmHg x x x x x x 
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Table 2: predictive equations built into the GDP Calculator for FM0226 to evaluate Calculator for 

audit purposes 

% 
extension 

reduction 
factor % most accurate regression equation 

Tensions 
predicted 

1 to 17.9 1 to 15 N/m= 4.645*% + 3.8103 1 to 88.4 N/m 

18 to 50 15.1-33 N/m = 24.51 + 2.922*% + 0.03656*%2 88.5 to 262N/m 
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Table 3: predictive equations built into the PGD tool for FM0227 to evaluate Tool for use in a clinical 

environment 

% 
extension 

reduction 
factor % most accurate regression equation 

Tensions 
predicted 

1 to 21 1 to 17.4 % = - 0.2075 + 0.1677*N/m + 0.000494*N/m2 1 to 93.9 N/m 

21.1 to 62 17.5 to 38 % = - 9.569 + 0.3424*N/m - 0.000327*N/m2 94 to 275N/m 
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Table 4: Audit of garment dimensions and pressures exerted by leg and arm sleeves made using a 

20% reduction factor 

pressure 
garment output measure 

Pressure readings in mmHg and limb circumferences in cm 

distal 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 proximal 9 

1 (Arm) 
pressure in mmHg 52 52 43 36 34 34       

circumference in cm 10.8 10.9 13 15.5 16.7 16.7       

2 (Arm) 
pressure in mmHg 41 36 32 28 28         

circumference in cm 13.8 15.9 17.5 18.2 20         

3 (Arm) 
pressure in mmHg 51 46 40 35 38 35       

circumference in cm 11 12.2 14.3 16 15 16       

4 (Arm) 
pressure in mmHg 38 33 32 33 33 32 31     

circumference in cm 14.9 17.2 17.5 17.3 17.2 17.9 18.1     

5 (Leg) 
pressure in mmHg 39 36 31 27 27 26       

circumference in cm 14.4 15.7 18.3 20.8 21.2 21.7       

6 (Leg) 
pressure in mmHg 35 31 28 24 24 24 21 23   

circumference in cm 15.6 18.2 20 23.2 23.1 24 26.1 25.3   

7 (Leg) 
pressure in mmHg 28 25 21 19 19 20 18 16 15 

circumference in cm 20.5 23 26.5 29.5 29.6 28.6 31.5 34.7 37.2 

8 (Leg) 
pressure in mmHg 22 21 19 18 17         

circumference in cm 26.2 27.5 29.6 31.8 33.5         
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Table 5: time taken to calculate reduced garment dimensions using a pocket calculator and GDP 

calculator 

Pressure garment 
number 

Number of 
circumferential 
measurements 

Time in seconds to complete task 

Existing method with 
pocket calculator 

New GDP method 

1 7 81 60 

2 6 70 52 

3 7 74 60 

4 8 70 60 

5 7 80 60 

6 10 110 88 

7 10 110 80 

8 6 76 60 

Average time to complete task 84 seconds 65 seconds 
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